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Background: Facial	features	and	personality	types	vary	with	different	geographical	
boundaries,	 culture,	 and	 ethnicity.	 The	 impression	 created	 by	 teeth	 design	 differs	
with the face and personality of males and females. Aims: This study evaluated 
the dominant facial and personality types and their correlation among males 
and females in Central Indian population. Subjects and Methods: The full‑face 
photographs of 120 people, with a broad smile and visible dentition, were calibrated 
to	generate	a	facial	map	with	digital	software.	The	participants	filled	a	personality	
questionnaire.	 Facial	 form	 and	 personality	 type	 were	 classified	 as	 a	 combination	
of strong, dynamic, delicate, and calm. Descriptive and inferential statistics using 
Chi‑square and Kappa tests. Results: The dominant facial form was calm (66.67%, 
71.67%) with the second dominant facial form being dynamic (50%, 51.67%) 
both for males and females respectively. While the dominant personality type was 
dynamic (50%), the second dominant personality type was calm (35%, 30%) for 
both males and females. Kappa analysis showed moderate agreement between the 
dominant facial and personality types (P	 =	 0.41	 in	males, P =	 0.10	 in	 females).	
The software used was SPSS 22.0 version and P < 0.05 is considered as the level 
of	 significance.	 Conclusions: A varying number of combinations are essential 
in characterizing the face. The personality type has a predominance of one type 
over other. The interpretation of these combinations in dentistry can help to select 
appropriate tooth forms and design a harmonious smile.
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pattern that evolves from biological and environmental 
factors.”[1‑3] Louis Corman (1901–1995), a French 

Original Article

Introduction

T he relationship between how people identify 
themselves,	the	first	impression	they	leave	on	others	

and facial characteristics, represents the importance 
of social interaction in the modern world. Personality 
is described as relatively stable	 and	 defined	 as	 “the	
set of habitual behaviors, cognition, and an emotional 
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psychiatrist,	 elaborated	Morphopsychology	 as	 a	 field	 of	
science that suggests a correlation between human facial 
morphology (the shape and configuration of the face) 
and the personality of an individual.

The French word visage means face. The concept of 
Visagism,	used	in	esthetic	dentistry	enables	identification	
of a patient’s facial appearance and personality traits. 
The clinician can provide esthetic restorations, thereby 
incorporating the facial and psychological features which 
affect	 the	 emotions,	 identity,	 behavior,	 and	 confidence	
of the patients. The oral region is the most dominant 
part of the lower third of the face and instantly catches 
the human eye as it has both verbal and nonverbal 
communication functions. Study of Visagism mainly 
comprises nonverbal communication.[4,5] Having an 
esthetically appealing face, with an alluring smile, and 
artistically designed teeth are the primary among all the 
factors	required	to	create	a	positive	first	impression.[6]

Carl Jung[7] described archetypes—psychosocial patterns 
that relate to all human beings. These patterns are seen in 
teeth—the way they are shaped, their arrangement, and 
the dominance of the anterior teeth. To achieve an optimal 
esthetic result in dental treatment, we need appropriate 
smile	 design.	Before	 designing	 the	final	 restoration,	 it	 is	
essential to diagnose tooth proportions, sizes, and shapes 
correctly. For decades, studies[5,8‑10] have been conducted 
to correlate the form of the teeth with the face based on a 
specific	gender,	personality,	and	age.

VisagiSMile is a unique software that automates the 
process of facial analysis, determination of personality, 
and creates personalized digital smile designs.

However, there are no documented studies to evaluate 
the relation between facial and personality types in the 
Indian population.

Therefore, the study aimed to assess and compare 
the facial and personality types in the Central Indian 
population.

The objectives were to determine the dominant facial 
types, dominant personality types, and correlate the 
facial and personality types in males and females in the 
central Indian population. The null hypotheses of the 
present	study	were	as	follows;	 there	were	no	differences	
with regard to dominant facial form and dominant 
personality type in both males and females and there was 
no correlation between the facial type and personality 
type in males and females.

Subjects and Methods
The institutional review board approved the study and 
120 persons, comprising of 60 females and 60 males 
aged 18 to 35, were selected according to convenience 

sampling. The selection criteria included facial 
symmetry, properly aligned natural dentition up to the 
first	 molar,	 no	 visible	 periodontal	 disease,	 and	 caries.	
The	 subjects	 did	 not	 undergo	 any	 orthodontic/fixed/
removable treatment. All participants signed informed 
consent.

The standard protocol required by VisagiSMile 
software	(VisagiSMile	Inc;	Sofia,	Bulgaria)	was	followed	
to achieve the optimum results. Each subject was seated 
straight in a comfortable position. A full‑face photograph 
with a broad smile visible dentition was obtained with 
a digital camera (DSLR Cannon 100 D, Ota, Tokyo, 
Japan). The head position was adjusted so that the F‑H 
plane	 and	 camera	 lens	 were	 parallel	 to	 the	 floor.	 The	
focal center was projected near the glabella, keeping the 
eyes and the mouth also in focus. The participant was 
in a full‑face position and both the right and left tragus 
of the ear were visible. The image was uploaded in 
the software and calibrated. An automatic/manual face 
reading option was chosen for calibration, facial map 
creation, and facial type analysis [Figure 1].

The	 type	 of	 face	was	 defined	 by	 the	 facial	 contour,	 the	
eyes, the nose, eyebrows, and the mouth. A total of 27 
landmarks were digitized to capture facial shape. These 
landmarks were selected using points and lines. A digital 
facial map marking the previous points was created for 
each of the participant’s face. The facial map generated 
determined the type of face, that is, strong/dynamic/
delicate/calm or a combination of these. The values 
were	 indicated	 in	 percentage.	 The	 participant	 filled	 a	
personality‑specific	 questionnaire	 with	 four	 questions.	
The	 first	 question,	 an	 altered	 test	 by	 Dellinger[11] 
included	 a	 graphics	 test,	 which	 affected	 the	 final	 result	
by increasing its credibility. The other three questions 
were based on the questionnaire by Eysenck.[12] The 
participants had to select a minimum of three options 
for each question. The computer algorithm corrected 
the questionnaire to classify the personality as perceived 
by the respondent, which was a combination of strong, 
dynamic, delicate and calm.

The most dominant type of face and personality with the 
highest percentage were marked in red and the secondary 
dominant was marked in yellow. The third and fourth 
types	 with	 less	 percentage	 had	 less	 influence	 on	 the	
characteristic features [Figure 2]. Thus, in this study, 
only	 the	 first	 and	 second	 dominant	 types	were	 analyzed	
as	according	to	Visagism	they	are	the	types	that	influence	
the arrangement and form of anterior teeth.

Statistical analysis
The data were tabulated and subjected to descriptive and 
inferential statistics using the Chi‑square test and Kappa 
statistics. Software used were SPSS version 22.0 and the 
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Table 1: Age distribution of patients
Age Group (yrs.) Male Female
16‑20 yrs. 40 (66.67%) 17 (28.33%)
21‑25 yrs. 14 (23.33%) 39 (65%)
26‑30 yrs. 6 (10%) 3 (5%)
>30 yrs. 0 (0%) 1 (1.67%)
Total 60 (100%) 60 (100%)
Mean±SD 20.25±3.49 21.90±3.11
Range 17‑30 yrs. 18‑38 yrs.

Table 2: Dominant facial form in males and females
Facial Form (FA1) Male Female χ2

Calm 40 (66.67%) 43 (71.67%) 0.80
P=0.84,	NSDelicate 11 (18.33%) 8 (13.33%)

Dynamic 4 (6.67%) 5 (8.33%)
Strong 5 (8.33%) 4 (6.67%)
Total 60 (100%) 60 (100%)

Table 3: Second dominant facial form in males and 
females

Facial Form (FA2) Male Female χ2

Calm 12 (20%) 11 (18.33%) 3.07
P=0.38,	NSDelicate 9 (15%) 14 (23.33%)

Dynamic 30 (50%) 31 (51.67%)
Strong 9 (15%) 4 (6.67%)
Total 60 (100%) 60 (100%)

Table 4: Dominant personality type in male and females
Type of personality (Int 1) Male Female χ2

Calm 18 (30%) 18 (30%) 1.20
P=0.75,	NSDelicate 1 (1.67%) 3 (5%)

Dynamic 30 (50%) 30 (50%)
Strong 11 (18.33%) 9 (15%)
Total 60 (100%) 60 (100%)

Table 5: Second dominant personality type in males and 
females

Type of personality (Int 2) Male Female χ2

Calm 21 (35%) 18 (30%) 3.45
P=0.32,	NSDelicate 3 (5%) 8 (13.33%)

Dynamic 15 (25%) 18 (30%)
Strong 21 (35%) 16 (26.67%)
Total 60 (100%) 60 (100%)

GraphPad Prism version 6.0; P < 0.05 was used as the 
level	of	significance.

Results
The data found in this research are described and 
presented in Tables 1–7. In the present study, the mean 
age of males and females is shown in Table 1. The mean 
age ± SD was 21.90 ± 3.11 for female participants with 

a range of 18–38 yrs. For men, the mean age ± SD was 
20.25 ± 3.49 with a range of 17–30 yrs. The calm type 
of facial form was most dominant in both the genders. 
The higher percentage was found in females (71.67%) 
as compared to males (66.67%). By using Chi‑square 
test	 statistically,	 no	 significant	 difference	 was	
found in the facial form (FA1) between males and 

Figure 2: Facial and Personality analysis

Figure 1: Creation of facial map

Figure 3: Distribution of the facial types characterizing faces
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Table 7: Correlation between facial form (FA1) with personality type (Int 1) for females
Facial Form Fa1 Personality type Int 1 χ2 Concordance Rate (%)

Calm Delicate Dynamic Strong Total
Calm 13 (30.23%) 1 (2.33%) 23 (53.49%) 6 (13.95%) 43 (71.67%) 14.40

P=0.10,	NS
30.23%

Delicate 3 (37.50%) 2 (25%) 2 (25%) 1 (12.50%) 8 (13.33%) 25%
Dynamic 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 4 (80%) 0 (0%) 5 (8.33%) 80%
Strong 1 (25%) 0 (0%) 1 (25%) 2 (50%) 4 (6.67%) 50%
Total 18 (30%) 3 (5%) 30 (50%) 9 (15%) 60 (100%) 35%
Kappa=0.50,	Moderate	Agreement

Table 6: Correlation between facial form (FA1) with personality type (Int 1) for males
Facial Form Fa1 Personality type Int 1 χ2 Concordance Rate (%)

Calm Delicate Dynamic Strong Total
Calm 13 (32.50%) 0 (0%) 21 (52.50%) 6 (15%) 40 (66.67%) 9.24

P=041,	NS
32.50%

Delicate 2 (18.18%) 1 (9.09%) 4 (36.36%) 4 (36.36%) 11 (18.33%) 9.09%
Dynamic 1 (25%) 0 (0%) 3 (75%) 0 (0%) 4 (6.67%) 75%
Strong 2 (40%) 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 5 (8.33%) 20%
Total 18 (30%) 1 (1.67%) 30 (50%) 11 (18.33%) 60 (100%) 30%
Kappa=0.46,	Moderate	Agreement

females (χ2‑value	 =	 0.80, P =	 0.84)	 [Table 2]. 
Examination of Table 3 reveals that Dynamic form 
was the second dominant facial form for both males 
and	 females	 (50%	 and	 51.67%)	 with	 no	 significant	
difference	 (P	 =	 0.38).	 The	 results	 of	 the	 personality	
interview depicted the dynamic personality as the 
most prevailing with equal proportions for males and 
females. (50%) each, respectively [Table 4]. Of the 
total female participants, 30% showed calm and 
dynamic type as the second frequent personality type 
each. Similarly, 35% of males were found to have 
calm and strong personalities each.By using Chi‑square 
test,	 no	 statistically	 significant	 difference	 was	 found	
in the type of personality (Int 1) between males and 
females (χ2‑value	 =	 1.20, P =	 0.75).	 Tables 6 and 7 
illustrate the correlation between the most dominant 
facial and personality type among males and females. 
Among the total male participants, concordance rate 
for dynamic type was 75% using both the qualitative 
variables, followed by calm (32.5%), strong (20%), and 
delicate (9.09%) types. The overall concordance rate 
was 30%. For females participants, the concordance 
rate for dynamic was 80%, followed by strong (50%), 
calm (30.23%), and delicate (25%.) types. The overall 
concordance rate was 35%. The Cohens Kappa was 
found to be. 46 and. 50, respectively, for males and 
females, a moderate agreement between both the 
qualitative variables.

Discussion
Smile is a dynamic component of facial appearance and 
has	 a	 social	 and	 psychological	 effect	 on	 an	 individual’s	
personality.[13] Planning to rejuvenate smile, the esthetic 

dentist utilizes structured methods of evaluation, 
such as standard facial landmarks and mathematical 
formulas. Other aspects of designing a smile include 
natural and artistic expressions that include the person’s 
personality type, their perception of themselves, and 
how it should be perceived in public. Digital Smile 
analysis is an accumulative analysis, drawn by inferring 
and assimilating various aspects like the visual, space 
profile	 and	 computer	 analysis.	 Facial	 analysis	 is	 the	
starting point of smile designing. Visagism pursues 
interconnection of face lines with personality traits. The 
major theories on personality can be grouped as the 
psychodynamic theory, the trait’s theory, the behavioral 
theory, the biological theory, the humanistic theory, and, 
the sociocognitive theory. These theories suggest that the 
culture	 in	 which	 we	 live	 is	 one	 of	 the	 most	 significant	
environmental factors that shape our personalities. 
Western philosophies regarding personality may not 
be fundamentally applicable to other cultures, and 
studies have proved that personality traits vary across 
cultures.[14,15]

Therefore, this study was conducted among the dentate 
youths of central India using automated software based 
on the Visagism concept. Automatic recognition of facial 
and psychological characteristics contributes to the 
development of human–computer interaction on a higher 
level. The combination of these concepts and their 
connotation in dentistry can become the main frame for 
more harmonious smile design. It is about studying the 
human facial morphology and interviewing the patient, 
getting	 to	 know	 their	 true	 self	 ‑beings,	 finding	 out	 the	
strength	of	their	characters,	and	reflecting	these	emotions	
in their smiles.[16]
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The results of our study indicated that facial type 
is	 defined	 as	 a	 combination	 of	 several	 types	 of	
characteristics, with varying degrees of the dominance 
of	 one	 type	 over	 the	 other.	 It	 is	 difficult	 to	 define	
the facial feature as characteristics of one particular 
type. For instance, a face may not be exactly round or 
square‑shaped. An outwardly round face may show 
angular nature to some extent. Likewise, a square‑shaped 
face may narrow a little towards the forehead or the 
chin. The same goes for personality. Individuals do 
not possess the features of one particular trait. They 
are usually a combination of strong/dynamic/delicate/
calm. According to the results, the dominant facial form 
was calm and the secondary dominant was dynamic, 
for both males and females. The personality interview 
indicated that the dominant personality was dynamic 
and the secondary dominant was calm both for males 
and females. The result supports the null hypothesis 
that	 there	 is	 no	 difference	 between	 the	 dominant	 facial	
form and personality types in males and females. 
A correlation was assessed between facial analysis and 
personality as smile designing is a combination of both 
these factors. The present study is unique as it analyzes 
facial and personality type using Visagism concept in 
Indian population. In the present study, a statistically 
significant	 correlation	 did	 not	 exist	 in	 natural	 dentition.	
Kappa analysis showed moderate agreement between 
the dominant facial and personality types. Thus, the 
third null hypothesis was rejected. According toVan der 
Geld P et al., facial attractiveness is associated with 
psychological	 characteristics	as	extroversion,	 confidence/
self‑esteem.[17] Other studies have also shown that 
physical attractiveness is not correlated with personality 
traits such as dominance, emotional stability, inhibition, 
anxiety, health or self‑esteem, but it was related to social 
behavior	which	was	affected	by	physical	attractiveness.[18] 
Studies conducted by Dong et al.	 showed	 significant	
correlations among female participants between the smile 
attractiveness and personality traits of extraversion and 
low anxiety.[19] Davis proposed that esthetic restorative 
treatment	had	a	positive	effect	on	patients’	self‑esteem.[20]

This current study was undertaken to identify and 
correlate various facial and personality characteristics 
of the individuals that may have clinical applications in 
dentistry, especially in smile designing. Individuals will 
not be of necessarily typical of one personality type and 
will have the predominance of one type over other. The 
highest percentage of tested people had the features of 
three types, followed by two and four types [Figure 3].

Future studies can be carried out with increased 
samples. It is suggested to describe normative data 
for	 different	 cultural/racial	 groups	 as	 well	 as	 other	
consistent mathematical connotations between face and 

personality type for predictable esthetic quality and 
natural appearance after oral rehabilitation treatments.

Conclusions
The most typical temperament for the studied group is a 
combination of strong, dynamic, delicate, and calm. After 
a detailed mathematical analysis of the data, the facial 
type was found to be a combination of several types of 
characteristics with varying degrees of the dominance 
of one type over the other. The highest percentage of 
tested people delineate the features of three types is 
57.5%—51.66% men and 63.33% women. The faces 
which have features of two types are 35.83%—38.33% 
of men and 33.33% of women. The faces characterized 
by features of four types are 6.66%—10% in men and 
3.33% in women. The faces of one type features were 
not	established.	It	was	concluded	that	a	different	number	
of combinations are essential in characterizing the face. 
Thus, smile designing can use a combination of facial 
and personality analysis to customize the smile for each 
patient.

Within the limitations of this study, it is concluded 
that the dentist who works with esthetics should not 
exaggerate attractive dentofacial architecture only 
from one basic form and with stereotype‑orientated 
dimensions but also from organic expressions of the 
patient’s personality, lifestyle, and other features that 
differentiate	one	individual	from	another.
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